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Buying a used car can be like walking in a field of landmines; step on the wrong one, and it's game
over. However, this doesn't necessarily mean youâ€™ll end up with a lemon. Dealerships strive to
restore used cars to good-as-new conditions so they can run for another hundred thousand miles.
The satisfaction you get out of the purchase significantly relies on whether the vehicle meets your
needs and wants.

Fortunately, surviving the minefield known as the showroom can be relatively easy. Before the
actual purchase, your mission should you choose to accept it is to research vehicle information and
utilize your keen observation skills. Here are a few steps you can follow to land the perfect vehicle
on your driveway.

Mission Possible 1: What is your reason for buying?

Determine what you'll use the car forâ€“is it for daily commuting, recreation, carrying cargo, suburban
driving, or rural driving? Some vehicle models are designed for a specific uses. Consider different
factors such as the number of daily passengers, the distance of your destinations, and the amount
of space needed for cargo.

Mission Possible 2: The Initial Inspection

When you find yourself at the showrooms of used car dealerships in Indianapolis, it's only normal to
get excited. After all, you'll own one of their cars in a matter of days or even hours. However, buyers
are advised to carry out an inspection first. Look for rust underneath the car, as replacing a frame
can be costly. Next, check for signs of tire wear as deflated and inefficient tires can result in
accidents which is the last thing you would want to happen. Bring a mechanic along to be on the
safe side.

Mission Possible 3: The Test Drive

Used car dealers in Indianapolis allow customers to perform test drives and determine how
comfortable they are with the vehicle. It is also the climax of the car purchase. While driving, look for
signs like abnormal noises, how the vehicle responds to every maneuver, as well as its handling
abilities during adverse weather effects.

Mission Possible 4: Negotiating like a Real Man

Negotiations are part of every purchase. Used car dealers in Indianapolis will, of course, try to
maintain a fair price for every vehicle on the lot, but that shouldnâ€™t stop you as a customer from trying
to get a better deal. Find out the vehicle's invoice price beforehand for leverage when bargaining.
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